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ABSTRACT
The explosion in the amount of the RDF on the Web has lead to the need to explore, query and understand such data sources. The task is challenging due to the complex and heterogeneous structure of RDF graphs which, unlike relational databases, do not come with a structure-dictating schema. Summarization has been applied to RDF data to facilitate these tasks. Its purpose is to extract concise and meaningful information from RDF knowledge bases, representing their content as faithfully as possible. There is no single concept of RDF summary, and not a single but many approaches to build such summaries; the summarization goal, and the main computational tools employed for summarizing graphs, are the main factors behind this diversity.

This tutorial presents a structured analysis and comparison existing works in the area of RDF summarization: it is based upon a recent survey which we co-authored with colleagues [3]. We present the concepts at the core of each approach, outline their main technical aspects and implementation. We conclude by identifying the most pertinent summarization method for different usage scenarios, and discussing areas where future effort is needed.

1 INTRODUCTION
The explosion in the amount of the RDF on the Web has lead to the need to explore, query and understand such data sources. This need arises both for computer scientists and for scientists and practitioners in the many areas where Open Data is produced - ranging from agriculture to education, from cultural artefacts to criminality statistics. All users who need to tame, understand and analyze such complex RDF graphs are faced with several challenges.

Firstly, RDF graphs are often large compared with the human ability to understand and analyze them; even a "tiny" graph of e.g. 10,000 nodes is challenging for humans to comprehend. Secondly, unlike relational databases which come equipped with a prescriptive schema, RDF graphs lack regular structure or many times this structure exists but is unknown. Thirdly, size of the is challenging both for humans and for automated data processing tools. Fourthly, while RDF graphs may come equipped with ontologies, which specify the known relationships between the properties and classes present in the graph, the ontology itself is sometimes a source of complexity, especially if it is very large. In the presence of ontologies, graphs may contain implicit information, i.e. facts that hold in the graph despite not being physically present there. Reflecting the implicit facts of the ontology is in itself a challenge. Additionally specific parts of the ontology might not be used at all or very little in the specific Knowledge Base (KB).

Summarization has been applied to RDF data to facilitate these tasks. Its purpose is to extract concise and meaningful information from RDF knowledge bases, representing their content as faithfully as possible. There is no single concept of RDF summary, and not a single but many approaches to build such summaries.

Summarizing semantic graphs is a multifaceted problem with many dimensions, and thus many algorithms, methods and approaches have been developed to cope with it. As a result, there is a confusion in the research community about the terminology in the area, further increased by the fact that certain terms are often used with different meanings in the relevant literature, denoting similar, but not identical research directions or concepts. We believe that this lack of terminology and classification hinders scientific development in this area.

Following up on a recent survey which we co-authored with colleagues [3], in this tutorial we present the main conceptual tools behind graph summarization, including some techniques developed prior to the advent of RDF, and show how all these techniques have been applied to the problems of summarizing semantic graphs. The goal of our tutorial is to acquaint the audience with the literature in this area, help them identify the tools and techniques most suited to the summarization problems they might have, and point out areas of interest for future work.

2 SCOPE

Intended audience. The tutorial aims at a broad range of researchers, students, IT professionals and practitioners, and developers. Anyone working with semantic graphs and RDF more specifically will benefit from this tutorial. Students and researchers will not only get a good introduction to the topic with a complete coverage of the state-of-the-art, but will also find a number of challenging research problems in these emerging technologies on which they may decide to focus their future research efforts. Practitioners will get a good overview of what the summarization algorithms, techniques and systems can offer nowadays and learn how they can use them to enhance their understanding of their available datasets. Developers of systems relying on semantic graphs will get helpful information that will help them improve further their products, enhancing query execution, data visualization and understanding.

Prerequisites: Only basic knowledge of graph theory and some understanding of graph algorithms is strictly required in order to appreciate the tutorial. More advanced knowledge, in particular knowledge on basic query evaluation steps (standard undergraduate curriculum), familiarity with the W3C stack of RDF standards, Linked Open Data and/or RDF, data mining or data visualization...
may help parts of the audience grasp more quickly some parts of our tutorial, but are not strictly needed.

Other venues, Related Events: No part of this tutorial has been presented before. Tutorials in partially overlapping areas have already been presented over the past three years, at top-tier database conferences. Other tutorials [10, 15] considers the broad topic of summarizing large graphs, mostly using data mining tools, and with an approach tailored specifically to social networks; the particularities of RDF graphs (and of their summarization) are not considered.

Intended Duration: Our tutorial is aimed for a duration of three hours.

2.1 Tutorial goal
The goal of this tutorial is to introduce summarization notions and tools which are useful in order to concrete RDF data management applications. A broad set of techniques will be presented covering summarization of general RDF graphs, that contain or not ontological information, independent of their application domain.

3 OUTLINE
Our tutorial will be organized as follows.

3.1 Introduction and preliminaries (20 min)
We will recall the basics of RDF graphs, RDFS and OWL ontologies, RDF queries (focusing in particular on conjunctive queries, the most frequently used in practice) and inference in RDF knowledge graphs in the presence of an ontology.

3.2 Applications (20 min)
Next, we will present the main classes of application contexts which have justified the need for RDF summaries:

Indexing: The first and foremost application RDF summaries has been brought by the necessity of efficiently querying large and complex graphs. In this context, sets of nodes which are likely to be used together by queries are grouped together and their IDs are associated to a given summary node. Then, query processing proceeds in two stages: first, the summary nodes relevant to a given query are identified; then, from the summary node, an index lookup gives access directly to the respective data nodes.

Estimating the size of query results: To the same direction with indexing, summaries can be used to identify directly when no nodes are available for a specific query. More than this, summaries can also store statistical information on the available nodes, leading query optimizers to start query evaluation from the most selective conditions.

Source selection: Query evaluation across several graphs, in particular in a distributed setting where multiple graphs are each accessible behind its individual endpoint, can greatly benefit from the knowledge that one source (or one graph) does not have results matching a (sub)query. This is one facet of source selection: restricting query evaluation to avoid datasets on which it is guaranteed to have no answers. A variant consists of ordering the graphs to be explored (queried), so that in a finite time budget, the most interesting graphs are sure to be visited.

Graph visualization and schema discovery: Summarized information is easier to be visualized and comprehended. On the other hand when an ontology is not present, it can be extracted out of the available data, augmenting user understanding on the available information.

3.3 Classification & Dimensions (120 min)
Then, we will present a classification of the available approaches according to the main algorithmic idea behind the summarization approach. We identify the following main categories; we also indicate a few of the relevant references (out of the 122 present in our survey [3]):

1) Structural methods are those which summarize semantic graphs, based mostly on the graph structure, i.e. the paths and sub-graphs available in the RDF graph. Techniques in this category can be further categorized as quotient and non-quotient.

   • Quotient approaches are based on the idea of characterizing selected graph nodes as “equivalent” in a certain way, and then summarizing the graph by assigning a representative summary node to each class of equivalent graph nodes; further, each edge between two graph nodes leads to the corresponding edge being present between the two graph node’s representatives. In a quotient summary, each property (edge label) from the input RDF graph is guaranteed present in the summary graph; more a quotient summary is guaranteed to be at
most as large as the original graph. Different quotient summaries result from different notions of equivalence among the RDF graph nodes. Sample works in this area include [2, 4, 11, 22, 27], while [17] and [9] are important sources of inspiration from before the RDF age:

- **Non-quotient** approaches are the remaining methods that are based mostly, on specific measures according to which the most important nodes are identified and then linked to formulate the presented summary. Pioneered by Dataguides [6, 20], the area features many recent works such as [21, 24, 29, 30]; [28] has an information retrieval approach, as it aims at extracting the most interesting triples to be shown to a user about a subject; [32] summarizes ontologies found on the web, through the prism of the salience (interestingness) of their concepts.

(2) **Pattern mining methods** employee mining techniques to identify patterns appearing in the semantic graph. A pattern might be a set of instances having a certain set of properties, which are in exact or approximate terms representative of the graph or provide enough information on the graph using some cost function to determine that. We consider also as patterns the discovery of rules that can be used to reconstruct the graph and thus represent it adequately. Those patterns, together, compose the summary. Representative works in this area are, e.g., [8, 25, 33].

(3) **Statistical methods** on the other hand try to qualitatively summarize the contents of a graph counting occurrences, building histograms, measuring frequencies and other statistical measures out of the available semantic graph. This class comprises notably works such as [5, 7, 23, 31].

(4) Finally, several works combine techniques from several of the main areas listed above; these are **hybrid methods**, e.g., [1, 27] first and foremost aim at estimating the cardinality of query patterns, [26] summarizes RDF graphs and ontologies through the prism of statistics, while [19] aims at graph compression with bounded error, that is: a core (most regular) part of the graph is identified as comprising several copies of a same data pattern, and compressed into a single copy of this, whereas the rest is ignored from the summary and considered to be the summarization error (which the authors seek to minimize under certain constraints).

Further, we will characterize each of these proposal along a set of other informative dimensions:

(1) **Input**: An interesting dimension of analysis is the input required by each summarization method, as different approaches have usually different requirements for the dataset they get as input. RDF data graphs are usually accepted, RDF/S and/or OWL are considered for some of the works for specifying graph semantics whereas very few works consider DL models. Some works are based only on the ontology part whereas others consider only instances. Hybrid approaches are also available consuming both instances and the ontology for producing summaries. In addition, many works in the area require additional user input of fine tuning (e.g. summary size, weights, equivalence relations etc.) whereas some others are completely user independent.

(2) **Output**: Besides input, the available works might have also different output. The summary for example can be a graph or a selection of the most frequent structures such as nodes, paths, rules or queries. In addition we distinguish summaries that only output instances from those that output schema information as well.

(3) **Availability**: Several approaches are available by the authors as complete system/tool and some others provide only the corresponding algorithms/theory. Finally some systems are available online and can be readily tested.

(4) **Purpose**: As already explained in the applications of the summarization techniques, summaries can be build for indexing, source selection, visualization, schema discovery or for facilitating query answering.

(5) **Quality**: Finally an important dimension of study, for each summarization algorithm is its completeness in terms of coverage, precision and recall of the result if an “ideal” summary is available as golden standard and its corresponding computational complexity.

Figure 1 presents the various dimensions that will be used in order to present the works available in each category.

Natural connections exist between the families of RDF summaries and the applications they are best suited for. Structural quotient summaries are most applicable to indexing and query answering through graph reduction; this holds especially for quotients built through equivalence relations such as bisimilarity (possibly bounded). Non-quotient summaries mostly target visualization, schema discovery and data understanding. Pattern mining summaries provide in many cases logical rules besides the summary graph as part of the final result, so could be possibly more useful in RDF graph compression scenarios. Summaries could also be really useful in data integration scenarios [14], where instead of generating mappings [16], [18] between data source schemas, summaries could be used to drive the definition of the mapping. Extending this to a scenario where the sources can also evolve [13], summaries can play a key role in schema understanding and mapping redefinition.

### 3.4 Open issues and future research directions (20 min)

RDF graph summaries can be useful in different application and research scenarios. Each scenario brings each own specific requirements and the possibility of having more than one items being suitable is present. One open issue in this respect is whether one could use the provided taxonomy to further automate the selection of the appropriate algorithms in the different use cases.

Identifying the *quality* of the RDF summary is also a difficult and not really widely addressed problem. The main problem that remains is how could one compare the summaries produced by the different algorithms and take into account the specificities of the problem at hand and provide an RDF summary with some guarantees. Given that even human experts do not agree on the quality of different summaries in many cases, this remains a challenging task.

Finally, one important problem that has been looked up very little is the *updates* of the RDF summaries produced, given the dynamic nature of most RDF datasets as well as their size. It is an open issue how one could update the summary without having to recompute the whole summary every time; and this problem has also a temporal dimension since one should answer not only how but also when this update is pertinent.
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